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Atlas v14 is a software program you can use to create impressive webpages. Atlas v14 has a simple approach: You clickÂ . 7/3/14 ATLANTA - North Hall, Room 302. At peak year's over 1,000 people try to come into the lottery. Atlas v14 a milestone in the evolution of our website.Â .
Download Atlas v14 here. Related Blogs Atlas 5.7 Update 5.7.2053-23200.10408-2218.05.05.{cc6bcd00-50d8-4f70-9abf-1b7f5d2df34f}. Download Atlas V14 here. ATLAS V14/12 PREVIEW 1.2 90.Neonatal outcome of very low-birth-weight infants using a computerized nursing data

management program. The first year of hospitalization (January 1, 1988, through December 31, 1989) of 145 premature infants weighing 801-1,500 g (mean 1,279 g) was studied to determine the effect of a computerized nursing data management program on fetal surveillance and
neonatal outcome. Total fetal surveillance occurred in 133 of 145 (91%) patients. Labor (defined by meconium-stained amniotic fluid) occurred in 25 (19%) patients. Severe respiratory distress syndrome was diagnosed in 40 (31%) patients, and septicemia developed in 9 (6%) patients.

Nurses documented their interventions in a computerized patient record that made it possible to evaluate immediate and long-term neonatal outcomes of various interventions. The results of this study suggest that computerized nursing data management improves the quality of care. Both
labor and severe respiratory distress syndrome occur in the setting of sufficient antepartum fetal surveillance. All patients demonstrated immediate and long-term improvement after intervention, suggesting that implementation of a computerized nursing data management program may

improve fetal surveillance and neonatal outcome. he was able to and the photos that were admitted into evidence clearly reflect what he stated and testified to during trial. Regarding the photographs of the baby’s bloodstained clothing, he stated that the blood could be from the
“downstairs area” of the apartment and that it could be baby blood. He testified that he was not able to determine whether the blood was baby blood or that of “the people who brought the baby in here.”
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